This study uses the Rd glottal waveshape parameter to simulate the phonatory tense-lax continuum and to explore its affective correlates in terms of activation and valence. Based on a natural utterance which was inverse filtered and sourceparameterised, a range of synthesized stimuli varying along the tense-lax continuum were generated using Rd as a control parameter. Two additional stimuli were included, which were versions of the most lax stimuli with additional creak (laxcreaky voice). In a listening test, participants chose an emotion from a set of affective labels and indicated its perceived strength. They also indicated the naturalness of the stimulus and their confidence in their judgment. Results showed that stimuli at the tense end of the range were most frequently associated with angry, at the lax end of the range the association was with sad, and in the intermediate range, the association was with content. Results also indicate, as was found in our earlier work, that a particular stimulus can be associated with more than one affect. Overall these results show that Rd can be used as a single control parameter to generate variation along the tense-lax continuum of phonation.
Introduction
The expression of emotion is one of the most difficult aspects of natural speech to replicate with speech synthesizers. For many years, the main way in which human feeling was added to synthetic speech was through pitch, amplitude and speech rate manipulations. Other methods involved complicated speech parameter manipulations that required expert knowledge [1, 2] , using extensive emotional speech corpora [3, 4] , or utilizing speaker adaptation and transformation methods [5] . The resources required for these methods are not available for many languages, which require an alternative method for producing expressive speech synthesis.
It is generally accepted that voice quality plays an important role in signaling speaker affect [6] [7] [8] [9] . Control of the voice source is therefore an important aspect in building expressive speech synthesis systems. [10] developed a method that allows for control and transformation of the voice source in statistical parametric speech synthesis. This method still requires a level of expert knowledge to carry out any transformations. Prior work [6, [11] [12] [13] showed that synthetic stimuli of basic voice quality types generated using the KLSYNN88 synthesizer [14] were consistently associated by listeners with particular affective states. However, they involved complex parameter manipulations that may not necessarily be suited to real-time speech technology applications. The optimal solution would be to implement a control system that requires changing a minimal set of voice source parameters that translates to a change in the perceived affect of synthesized speech. This would have applications in developing realistic personalized and expressive voices, generating characters for educational games and other software, such as screen readers and spoken dialogue systems for low resource languages [15, 16] .
In this study, we attempt to implement an element of such a control system using the glottal waveshape parameter, Rd [17, 18] . The Rd parameter offers a way to reduce the number of voice source parameters required in controlling the perceived affect of synthetic speech. A previous study has already found that this parameter is effective at signalling focal prominence in the absence of f0 variation [19] .
This study involved generating a set of synthetic stimuli varying along the tense-lax continuum using the Rd parameter. The association of these stimuli with a number of affective states was investigated in a listening test.
Materials and Method

Synthetic stimuli
The stimuli were constructed on the basis of an all-voiced utterance 'We were away a year ago' spoken by a male speaker of Irish English. The utterance was produced with narrow focus on the WAY syllable. It was originally recorded for another study, where other versions of the sentence, with differing focal placement, were also obtained and their source parameters analyzed [20] . The utterance was inverse filtered using interactive manual inverse filtering software [21] . Parameterization of the voice source was then carried out using the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model [22] , on a pulse-bypulse basis. Based on the analyzed utterance, a modal voice stimulus was first generated (see Section 2.1.2). The synthetic stimuli, varying along the tense-lax continuum, as well as laxcreaky stimuli, were then produced using a range of values for the global waveshape parameter Rd (see Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4).
The Rd parameter
The Rd parameter is derived from f0, Ee and Up as follows:
where Ee is the excitation strength (measured as the negative amplitude of the differentiated glottal flow at the time point of maximum waveform discontinuity) and Up is the peak flow of the glottal pulse. Note that Up/Ee is equivalent to the glottal pulse declination time during the closing phase of the glottal cycle. The scale factor (0.11 -1 ) makes the numerical value of Rd equal to the declination time in milliseconds when f0 is 110 Hz [17] .
Variation in Rd tends to reflect voice source variation along the tense-lax continuum; the values typically range between 0.5 (tense voice) to 2.5 (lax voice), with modal voice having a value of approximately 1. Changes to Rd cause other LF parameters such as Ra and Rk to vary. These changes can be predicted from Rd. (A full description of the various glottal parameters can be found in [23] ).
In this study, Rd was manipulated within the range observed for the speaker analyzed (0.49 -2.84). In order to generate the LF model glottal waveform, a full set of LF model parameters are needed. These were obtained from Rd using the parameter correlations presented in [17] .
Modal stimulus
A synthetic stimulus for modal voice was generated using parameter values obtained from the prior inverse filtering and source parameterization. The resulting stimulus sounded rather tense; the average parameter values for this stimulus (f0 = 120 Hz, Rd = 0.8, Ee = 71 dB) also corresponded to a tense phonation type. To make the voice laxer to improve its naturalness the Rd parameter values were increased by 25% to a mean value of 1.0. These parameters were then used to recalculate Ee, resulting in an average value of 63 dB. The contour of the original utterance was stylized by taking values of f0, Ee and Rd at vowel midpoints in each syllable and interpolating between them. A short transitional period was also added at the beginning and end of the contour to capture the onset and offset of phonation. This made the parameter contours easier to process for subsequent stimuli generation. The resulting contour for the Rd parameter is shown in Figure 1 (black line). The stimulus was synthesized using cascade formant synthesis.
Lax and tense stimuli
Once the modal stimulus had been created, its parameter values were used as the basis for synthesizing the remaining stimuli. Due to the greater range between the modal and upper Rd limit (1 to 2.84) compared to the range between the modal and lower Rd limit (1 to 0.49), a logarithmic scale was used to establish four steps that would be approximately equidistant in the direction of both tense and lax voice. The steps are shown in Figure 1 .
For all the stimuli, f0 values were kept the same as those of the modal stimulus. Ee was recalculated according to the new Rd values for each stimulus. The stimuli were labelled as tense1, tense2, tense3, tense4, lax1, lax2, lax3, and lax4, where tense4 and lax4 had the lowest and highest values of Rd respectively. To improve the naturalness of the lax stimuli aspiration noise was added to the source waveform using the method described in [24] . This method automatically determines the overall amplitude and modulation of the added aspiration noise based on the shape of LF model waveform.
Lax-creaky stimuli
Two further stimuli were generated by adding aperiodicity to the source signal of lax3 and lax4. This effectively mimicked a lax-creaky voice quality. This was achieved by using a method similar to the one with which diplophonic double pulsing is produced in the KLSYN88 synthesizer [14] . These lax-creaky stimuli were included here based on the findings of a previous study [6] where this voice quality was found to yield high ratings for low activation affective states such as bored, intimate, relaxed, and content. The addition of creak to an already lax synthetic stimulus would not require much more in terms of parameter input, but could add an extra dimension of affective control.
To generate creak, the source signal was divided into frames of two pulses each. The first pulse of each frame was shifted towards the second pulse and attenuated by an equal percentage. This percentage was determined by normalizing and scaling the f0 contour of the utterance to the range of 0 to 10%. These values were then inverted. This corresponded to a 10% shift and attenuation at the points in the synthetic stimuli with the lowest f0 values, and no shift or attenuation at the points with the highest f0. This method, along with a reduction in aspiration noise, produced satisfactory lax-creaky stimuli, labeled as lax3+c and lax4+c.
The total number of stimuli generated was 11 (modal, 4 x tense, 4 x lax, 2 x lax-creaky). 
Listening test
The 11 synthetic stimuli, as well as the original natural utterance, were presented to 30 participants (all native speakers of English) in a listening test. The listening test was carried out in a quiet environment using high quality headphones, via an interactive GUI. The participants were presented with 60 synthesized stimuli (5 repetitions of the 12 stimuli) in random order. An additional 5 random stimuli were added at the beginning of the test so that the participants could become accustomed to the process involved. The results of these first 5 stimuli were discarded. The participants were informed that they were going to hear a number of different sound files, and that they could listen to each file as many times as they wished in order to answer the following questions for each stimulus: 1) How does the speaker sound? [the subject chose from a selection of radio buttons with affective labels]; . Participants were given eight affective labels to choose from for question 1. These were: relaxed, angry, content, upset, happy, sad, excited and bored. These emotional states were chosen to give a balanced set in terms of high and low activation, and positive and negative valence emotional dimensions (see Figure 2 ). Participants were also given the options of other and no emotion. The continuous analogue scale [25] used to measure the magnitude of the affective coloring present as well as the listener's confidence and the naturalness of the stimuli (questions 2-4) was interpreted as ranging from 1 to 100. The confidence score covered questions 1 and 2. There were no major expectations that a particular stimulus would be associated with a particular affect (prior studies showed that the same voice quality can cue a number of different affects, e.g., [6, 13] ), nor did we expect clear cut categorical differentiation of the selected affects. We expected support to earlier findings [12] that tenser voice quality would tend to be associated with high activation states and laxer and creakier voice quality with low activation states. Although positive high activation states (happy, excited) were included to ensure a balanced representation, we did not expect to achieve high percentage of stimulus to affect association here. The type of manipulations used in the construction of the stimuli did not include large dynamic variation of f0, nor did it include any adjustments in the filter settings. These, however, are well known to be necessary to generate the impression of excitement and happiness (shorter vocal tract, higher frequency of the second formant for smiling speech). Table 1 shows the percentage of cases in which a particular stimulus was associated with each of the options in the listening test. Overall, tense voices (except tense1) as well as the natural production were mainly associated with the angry affect, lax-creaky and lax voices (except lax1) were associated with the sad affect. Modal voice as well as the least extreme cases of lax and tense voices (lax1 and tense1) were associated with content. Looking at the two most frequently selected affects (Figure 3) , a clear trend can be observed. The degree of tenseness/laxness in the synthetic stimuli is correlated with the frequency with which a particular stimulus is associated with anger/sadness. As in earlier studies, no one-to-one mapping was found between voice quality and affect. For example, the most frequent response for the lax stimuli was sad, but bored and upset were also often chosen. Due to the wide distribution of selected affects per synthetic stimuli, we further grouped affects with similar valence and activation (see Figure 2) . The results are plotted in Figure 4 . Tense voice was most commonly associated with high activation affects and lax-creaky and lax voices -with low activation affects. Modal voice was almost equally associated with high and low activation affects.
Results and Discussion
The natural utterance was more commonly associated with high activation states. This is most likely caused by the fact that it has a lower Rd value (between tense1 and tense2) than the modal synthetic stimulus. In terms of valence, the lax voice stimuli were mainly associated with negative affects, whereas tense, natural and modal stimuli were equally associated with both negative and positive affects. This even distribution agrees with the initial predictions that additional manipulations of the vocal tract are necessary to differentiate between positive and negative valence states for stimuli representing tenser phonation types.
Figure 5. Magnitude of most frequently selected affects for each stimulus (mean and standard error).
The magnitude of the manipulation correlated with the magnitude of perceived affect, particularly with the stimuli at the limits of the tense-lax range. The addition of creak did not yield consistent results: it seemed to increase the magnitude slightly in the case of lax3, but reduced the magnitude in lax4.
The modal stimulus was associated with a different affect thn the natural utterance. This is most likely due to the fact that the source parameter values used to generate the modal stimulus were altered to produce a laxer voice quality. The natural stimulus had parameter values between the tense1 and tense2 stimuli. It is not surprising that these stimuli were associated with affects of the same valence/activation, and that the magnitude of the perceived affects was also similar for these stimuli. The small discrepancy between them is perhaps due to artifacts introduced by the analysis and synthesis process.
The mean naturalness score for each stimulus can be seen in Table 2 . The natural stimulus was found to have the highest naturalness at 76. Modal, tense1, lax1, and lax2 follow this with values between 61 and 63. As the stimuli become more lax or tense, there is a slight drop in naturalness, but the values are still well above 50. The two lax-creaky stimuli show the lowest naturalness score. This is likely due to the values used in the generation of these stimuli which may not have been optimal despite the fact that creak was varied dynamically. More research is needed to improve this feature.
All the mean confidence score values were above 54, with the natural stimulus having the highest confidence score of 65. 
Conclusions
The study showed that stimuli ranging in the tense-lax continuum generated by manipulating a global waveshape parameter Rd can evoke an affective response and that the direction of the response correlates with the magnitude of the manipulation. Thus, the tenser the voice, the higher the perceived magnitude of, say, anger. Although manipulations of Rd were effective in evoking an affective response in terms of activation, they were not so successful in distinguishing between valence states. This is most likely due to the lack of vocal tract parameter manipulations. Future work will explore control of these parameters. It will also include improving the quality of the synthetic creak.
Overall these results show that Rd can be used as a single control parameter to generate variation along the tense-lax continuum of phonation. This has potential uses in the development of expressive speech technology applications.
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